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Abstract
The p-median problem is the most
popular location allocation model. It is a well
known NP-Hard and combinatorial optimization
problem. The field of location allocation modeling
is widely used in different application areas. It is
used in marketing to analyze customers and for
network establishment in cellular
tower
arrangement which serves maximum clients, in
computer networks and in many other areas.
Metaheuristics plays an important role in many
areas like Operations Research, Algorithm
analysis, Data Mining etc. In this paper a new
clustering algorithm k-GRASP is proposed, which
determines the number of clusters of user choice
similar to k-means, and follows metaheuristic
approach. Generally, Metaheuristic is a two phase
iterative method. So, the proposed algorithm is
also encompassed with two phases. First phase
ascertains the cluster of user specified length which
is similar to k-means algorithm. At this stage the
resultant cluster is considered as a best cluster. The
second phase strives for the improvement of the
cluster so obtained in the first phase. In the
proposed work the first phase is termed as
Construction phase and the second phase as
Enhancement phase. Our empirical results put
forward that the proposed k-GRASP clustering
algorithm outperforms the other methods.
Clustering is the process of dividing the points into
similar groups. The proposed GRASP, method can
also be used as a clustering algorithm based on the
nature of the p-median problem.

Keywords –Clustering, GRASP,
Metaheuristic, construction phase and
Improvement phase
I.
INTRODUCTION
The p-median problem can be stated as
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Follows, let F be the set of m potential facilities
and C a set of n customers. Let d:C x F R a
function which evaluates the distance between a
customer and a potential facility. Given a
positive integer p, p ≤ n, the p-median problem
consisting of identifying a subset R of F such
that |R| = p and the sum of the distances from
each customer in C to its closest facility in R is
minimized. Without loss of generality, in this
work we use F=C, that is every customer
location there is a potential facility.
Mathematically p-median problem is stated as

Where
n = total number of demand points
xij=1 if a point is assigned to facility
located at j,
=0 other wise
yi = 1 if the facility is located to point j
= 0 other wise
dij = distance from points i to j
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p = desired number of locations
The objective function (1) minimizes the sum of
the distances between the demand points and the
desired locations. Constraint (2) guarantees that
all demand points are assigned to exactly one
facility location. Constraint (3) forbids the
assignment of a demand points to a facility that
was not selected as a desired location.
Constraint (4) defines the total number of desired
locations as p. constraints (5 and 6) guarentees
that the values of x and y are binary(0 or 1).Since
the solution of the p-median problem partions
the solution space so we can classify the given
space as groups and hence we use the p-median
problem as a clustering technique, in this paper
we propose a heuristic method GRASP(Greedy
Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure) to
solve p-median problem which is discussed in
detail in section II.
Clustering is the classification of similar
objects into different groups, or more precisely,
the partitioning of a data set into subsets
(clusters), so that the data in each subset (ideally)
share some common trait. Data clustering is an
important Data Mining task and is a common
technique for statistical data analysis, which is
used in many fields; including mechanical
process industries machine learning, pattern
recognition, image analysis and bioinformatics.
Metaheuristics represent an important class
of approximate techniques for solving hard
combinatorial optimization problems, for which
the use of exact methods is impractical. They
are general-purpose high-level procedures that
can be instantiated to explore efficiently the
solution space of a specific optimization
problem. Over the last decades, metaheuristics,
like genetic algorithms, tabu search, simulated
annealing, ant systems, GRASP, and others,
have been proposed and applied to real-life
problems of several areas of science [13].
The GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive
Search Procedures) metaheuristic [2, 3], has
been successfully applied to solve many
optimization problems [4]. The solution search
process employed by GRASP is iterative and
each iteration consists of two phases:
construction and local search. A feasible solution
is built in the construction phase, and then its
neighbourhood is explored by the local search in
order to find a better solution. The result is the
best solution found over all iterations.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows:
In section II, the proposed k-GRASP algorithm
and its phases – Construction and Enhancement
phases are described in detail. In section III,
conventional k-means algorithm is presented. In
section IV, experimental results and comparisons
of cluster quality and execution times are
anticipated. Section V provides the conclusions.
II. THE GRASP METAHEURISTIC
GRASP [14] is a metaheuristic already
applied successfully to many optimization
problems [4]. It is a two- phase iterative
process. The first phase of GRASP iteration is
the construction phase, in which a complete
solution is built. Since this solution is not
guaranteed to be locally optimal, a local search
is performed in the second phase. This iterative
process is repeated until a termination criterion
is met and the best solution found over all
iterations is taken as result.
procedure k-GRASP()
1.
best_sol 
2.
repeat
3.
sol  Construction_phase();
4.
best_sol  Local_Search_Phase(sol);
5.
if Quality(sol) > Quality(best_sol)
6.
best_sol  sol;
7.
end if
8.
until Termination criterion();
9.
return best_sol;

FIGURE 1: k-GRASP procedure

A pseudo-code of the k-GRASP
process is illustrated in Figure 1. At first, the
variable that stores the best solution found is
initialised. Then the construction phase is
executed and then the local search is applied to
the constructed solution. The quality of the
obtained solution is compared to the current best
found and, if necessary, the best solution is
updated. At last the best solution is returned.
Figure 2 contains the pseudo-code of
the GRASP construction phase implemented in
this work. At first the variable sol, which stores
the best solution found, is initialised and all
potential facilities in C are inserted into the
candidate list CL, which stores all elements that
can be part of the solution. The construction
iterations are executed until the solution is
completed with p elements. In each iteration, an
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element is inserted into the solution.
procedure Construction ()
1. sol ;
2. CL  C;
3. repeat
4. for each element e in CL
5. cost[ e]  Sum of distances between each
element in C – { sol  {e} } and its closest
element in sol  { e};
6. end for;
7. RCL { e  CL / cost[e]  [mic, mic +
(mac – mic) * ] };
8. s  element randomly selected from RCL;
9. sol  sol  {s};
10. CL  CL – {s};
11. until sol has p elements;
12. return sol;
FIGURE 2: Proposed Construction phase used in GRAP

Each element e in CL is evaluated by a
greedy function that calculates the cost of the
partial solution after the insertion of the
element e. The restricted candidate list RCL is
generated with all elements in CL whose
returned evaluations are in the interval [mic, mic
+ (mac mic) ], where mic and mac are the worst
and the best returned values. Then an element s
is randomly selected from RCL and it is
inserted into the solution sol and the CL is
updated. Finally, the best solution found is
returned.
In Figure 3, the pseudo-code of the
GRASP Enhancement is presented. At first
initialize
control variables. The function
cost_eval() evaluates the cost of a solution by
computing the sum of the distances between all
customers and their closest facilities. Then the
neighbourhood of the current solution is visited
and if a better solution is found, it becomes the
current one, which starts this process again,
until no more improvement is made. It is
iterated p times.
Next the best solution found is returned. In
each iteration, one element r i of the solution is
exchanged by all elements close to it in its
partition (cluster) Pi. Here consider that an
element e is close to ri in its partition Pi if the
distance between e and ri is less or equal to the
average of distances between ri and all elements
in Pi.

procedure Enhancement( sol )
1. best_sol  sol;
2. best_cost  cost_eval( sol);
3. repeat
4. no_improvements  true;
5. for i = 1 to p
6. approx_best_sol ;
7. approx_best_cost  ;
8. for each element e in Pi close to ri
9. approx_sol  exchange(best_sol, ri, e);
10. approx_cost 
approx_cost_eval(approx_sol);
11. if approx_cost < approx_best_cost then
12.
approx_best_sol  approx_sol;
13.
approx_best_cost 
approx_cost;
14. end if
15. end for
16. exact_sol_cost 
cost_eval(approx_best_sol);
17. if exact_sol_cost < best_cost then
18.
best_sol  approx_best_sol;
19.
best_cost  exact_sol_cost;
20. no_improvements  false;
21. end if
22. end for;
23. until no_improvements;
24. return best_sol;
FIGURE 3: Proposed Local Search Phase used in GRASP
procedure

In order to reduce the computational effort
of the local search, the solution obtained by
each exchange is approximately evaluated and
only the best one is exactly evaluated. The
function
approx_cost_eval()
evaluates
approximately the cost of a solution by
recalculating the distances only within the
partition Pi, without making this computation
within the other partitions, which would be
necessary for the exact calculation, since there
was a change of location. Then it is verified if a
better solution than the current one was
reached. If so, this new one becomes the current
solution and the local search starts again.
III. THE k-MEANS ALGORITHM
The k-means algorithm is one of the
most popular heuristics for solving clustering
problems and still enjoys widespread use. The
algorithm partitions the data into k groups
(clusters). The center of each cluster is termed
centroids. The algorithm partitions the objects
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procedure k-means
1. Choose k data points to initialize
the clusters.
2. For each data point find the
cluster center that is closest and
assign that data point to the
corresponding cluster.
3. Update the cluster centers in each
cluster using the mean (centroids)
of the data points which are
assigned to that cluster.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until there is
not any more change in the value
of the means
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with 75 points.
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so as to minimize the sum of the squared
distances between the centroids of the clusters
and their objects. Figure 4 illustrates the pseudo
code.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
It is observed that k-GRASP outperforms kmeans in quality aspect and it consumes much
more time than k-means because in its
Enhancement phase, exchanges are made for
improved clusters and this exchanges
outperforms k-nearest neighborhood algorithm
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